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FEISS-MONTE CARLO SHOWROOM: #TM-4010

FEISS AND MONTE CARLO FAN INTRODUCTIONS AT JUNE LIGHTOVATION
Skokie, Ill., June 20, 2017—Feiss, which delivers a broad assortment of beautifully detailed, fashion-forward lighting
from traditional to transitional designs, will unveil new products during the June LIGHTOVATION tradeshow in Dallas,
showroom TM-4010. Below are some of the highlights.
(Editor’s Note: Monte Carlo’s newest offering is on page 4).
FEISS IMAGE

FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The gently curved, overlapping straps of the Greenbrier
lighting collection by Feiss take inspiration from tall
grasses gently sweeping in the wind while providing a
contrast to the crisp edges and clean lines of the outer
frame. The new Iron Oxide finish gives the collection a
farmhouse look and feel to reinforce the reference to the
natural heartland. The Greenbrier lantern pendants are
completely open on all sides, exposing candelabra
lamping that sits atop streamlined bobeches supported
by classically curved arms. The Greenbrier collection
includes a 29" H x 17" W six-light foyer chandelier
(shown), a 22" H x 17" W rectangular four-light chandelier
and a 15" H x 12" W three-light pendant.
The Gannet lighting collection by Feiss exudes rustic flair
with a carefully crafted two-toned finish of painted,
distressed Weathered Oak on an Antique Forged Iron
metal frame. Clean, crisp edges and bold lines give a
tailored look to this classic lantern silhouette. Gannet
features open, airy frames on the sides and crown. The
transitional lanterns of the Gannet Collection are offered
in a 36"H x 25.5"W 6-light foyer chandelier, a 26.75"H x
18"W 4-light chandelier (shown), a 17" H x 12" W 4-light
chandelier, a dramatic 14" H x 50" L x 14" W 5-light linear
island chandelier and a 12.5" H x 8.5" W 2-light wall
sconce.
-more-
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FEISS IMAGE

FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Here, two Gannet 4-light chandeliers by Feiss are shown
in a dining room.

Taking inspiration from the generous vessel and slender
neck of a vintage glass jug, the understated Baylor
pendant lights by Feiss have an eye-catching yet simple
silhouette and a classic Clear Seeded glass shade. Baylor
pendants are available in two hardware finish options,
either Satin Nickel or Oil Rubbed Bronze (shown).
Exposed lamping (sold separately) gives a slightly rustic,
industrial feel. Baylor pendants measure 12" at their
widest point and are 17" high. Damp-rated.

The new Hewitt wall sconce light by Feiss is a modern
interpretation of the classic torchiere sconce, with a slim
vertical profile cleverly affixed to a sleek cast arm detail.
While the overall design aesthetic is understated,
Hewitt’s scale makes a dramatic statement. In either an
Antique Bronze (shown) or Polished Nickel finish, a
White, lined Parchment shade softly diffuses the light,
producing a subtle, elegant glow. Hewitt 1-light wall
sconces are 19.5"H x 5"W and extend 5".

-more-
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Quinn wall sconce by Feiss is simply elegant with
contemporary flair, featuring bold, cast details such as
square arms with a defined square transitional edge,
contrasted by a circular candle tube sitting atop a square
bobeche. A delicate White Parchment shade softly
diffuses the light. Overall, the angular profile achieves a
tailored, modern look for those seeking an updated
classic. Quinn 1-light wall sconces are offered in a Satin
Nickel (shown) or Antique Bronze finish and measure
15"H x 5"W with a 5” extension.
Add a clean, modern addition to any bath with the Volo
bath vanity lighting collection by Feiss. The clean, modern
design features a delicate, clear glass-wrapped shade and
an inner opal etched glass diffuser to provide a warm,
sophisticated, layered glow. The horizontal bar features a
subtle knock-out detail in which each glass shade nests
within the arm, creating a refined appearance, while the
Chrome finish and a crisp square backplate complete the
look. All hardware is cleverly hidden to ensure the sleek
beauty of the fixtures. The Volo collection a 6.5"H x
5.5"W 1-light wall sconce; a 5.5"H x 13.5"W 2-light vanity
fixture; a 5.5"H x 22.5"W 3-light vanity fixture (shown);
and a 5.5"H x 31"W 4-light vanity fixture.
The nautical Newport lighting collection by Feiss is
complete with lighthouse details including a vented top
and a detailed cast frame surrounding an Opal Etched
glass inner shade. Newport features Feiss’ new Painted
Silver outdoor finish. The lighting fixtures are composed
of StoneStrong material—a unique synthetic composition
that’s made tough enough to withstand harsh
environmental conditions, making it a great choice for
coastal applications. The Newport design is offered in six
fixtures: a 18.5"H large outdoor hanging lantern; a 9"H
small outdoor wall lantern; a 13"H medium outdoor wall
lantern; a 16"H large outdoor wall lantern (shown); a
20"H extra-large outdoor wall lantern; and a 18.5"
post/pier outdoor lantern.
-more-
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Monte Carlo will introduce the new Melody fan during June LIGHTOVATION:
MONTE CARLO IMAGE

MONTE CARLO PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Melody ceiling fan from Monte Carlo is a modern
three-blade design with dramatic curves and a smooth,
elegant 56" blade sweep. Melody features an energyefficient DC Motor and an integrated, 2700K, 18-watt LED
light—which has an output of 875 lumens—with a frosted
Lexan glass shade. Two finish options are available:
Brushed Steel housing with Dark Walnut blades (shown)
and Aged Pewter housing with Light Grey Weathered Oak
blades. Melody is damp-rated, so it can be used for
indoor as well as covered outdoor spaces.
The Melody ceiling fan by Monte Carlo with Aged Pewter
housing and Light Grey Weathered Oak blades is shown
in this living room.

About Feiss-Monte Carlo
For more than 50 years, Feiss has offered a full line of high-quality interior and exterior residential lighting in addition to ceiling fans through its
Monte Carlo brand. Feiss delivers refined, fashion-forward lighting at accessible price points and is known in the industry for its reliable products
and exceptional customer care. With pride in its past and a commitment to the future, employees from coast to coast and across the globe all
work together to continually deliver the very best in lighting and service. For product information or to find a nearby dealer, visit www.feiss.com
and/or www.montecarlofans.com. For decorating ideas, go to www.facebook.com/FeissMonteCarlo or www.pinterest.com/feissmontecarlo.
About Generation Brands
As parent company to Feiss-Monte Carlo, Generation Brands is one of America’s leading companies serving lighting retailers plus the electrical
wholesale, home improvement and building industries. The company has an outstanding portfolio of residential and commercial lighting fixtures
and ceiling fans which provide value to its customers and end-users with superior service, leading edge design and outstanding quality.
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